
STRESS AND COPING 
STRATEGIES

Student Counselling Unit 
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WHAT IS STRESS?

•Stress can be defined as any type of change that causes 
physical, emotional, or psychological strain. 
•Stress is your body's response to anything that requires 
attention or action. 
•Everyone experiences stress to some degree. The way you 
respond to stress, however, makes a big difference to your 
overall well-being,
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POSITIVE VS NEGATIVE STRESS





HOW DO YOU MANAGE YOUR 
STRESS?



STRESS MANAGEMENT 
TECHNIQUES
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CONCENTRATION CYCLE 



COPING WITH ACADEMIC STRESS

•Be kind to yourself. The university environment can be
difficult as it comes with changes that require multiple
and complex transitions.
•Give yourself time to adjust to the academic demands.
•Try to identify issues hindering your academic success.
•Identify why you are struggling e.g. are you feeling 
overwhelmed, don’t knowing how to study 
independently, have other life stressors? 



•Reach out to others, you may find there are 
others who are struggling with similar 
experiences.
•Take advantage of your institutions support 
services. Engage with student tutors, academic 
mentors.
•Stay connected with home and personal 
support: set a time daily to video call or text to 
help you feel connected, emotionally supported



 JOIN A STUDY/SUPPORT GROUP

 Join a group.

For the session to be productive, plan 
what to cover before meeting.

 
Try to stick to the planned topic.

 
Share useful tips and strategies. 

Use any available and accessible technology platform, e.g. 
WhatsApp / Zoom / Google Meet.





Other Mental Health Services and Products offered by the SCU:
•"Self-help material for students" tab on the website for other useful 

resources, such as the podcasts and posters developed specifically 
for our students.
•Follow our monthly Mental Health Awareness events by clicking 
on the Mental Health Awareness tab on the website. 

Some practical self-help tools that can help you improve your mental (and physical) wellbeing!

Mental Wellbeing Toolkit & Resources

Talk to a counsellor today:
•Call 0800 747 747 (for free!)
•Send an SMS to 31393 for a call back
•Ask to join a peer support groups

•This 24-hour service

If you are on your student portal, please pay 
a visit to our friendly chatbot SCU-B, who 
will try to answer your mental health and 

wellness enquiries in a helpful way.

To access therapeutic support or find out about individual therapy: 



Managing Anxiety and Stress

 

 

Staying Healthy During Covid-19: Maintaining Health During A Difficult Stressful

Time  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kbxh3fFP7Jg

Staying Connected While Social Distancing

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BtikXudr1F0

How Stress Affects Your Body (Illustrated Video) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v-t1Z5-oPtU

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lAqG6a6aScA

Managing Anxiety and Stress in the face of Covid-19 (Mental Health Tips)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u-qctBOMMBA

Useful Links 
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